SUBMISSION RELEASE FORM
Proposals can only be accepted via email @ info@775mediacorp.com and must be accompanied by a signed Submission Release
Form in order for 775 Media Corp to review. Please sign and scan this Submission Release Form as a PDF, and email it as an
attachment with your proposal. DO NOT SEND ORIGINAL COPIES They will not be returned.
PROPOSAL TITLE: _______________________________________________________________________________________
Thank you for your interest in 775 Media Corp (“775”). 775 is prepared to receive your materials, proposals, ideas and/or submissions
(the”Materials”), provided you submit the Materials on the terms and conditions set forth below:
To: 775 Media Corp
Inconsideration of 775 accepting and reviewing the Material, I,________________________, represent, warrant and agree as follows:
1.

2.
3.
4.

5.

6.
7.

8.

I have the full and exclusive right to submit the Materials to 775 and no other individual or corporation holds any rights, title
or interest in the Materials inconsistent with my rights to develop and License the Materials. If the Materials are submitted
on behalf of a corporation that owns the Materials, I represent that I have full and complete signing authority to bind the
corporation.
The Materials are in no way defamatory and do not infringe upon or violate the privacy rights, copyrights, trademarks,
publicity or other intellectual or proprietary rights of any third party living or deceased.
In receipt and review of my Materials by 775 does not constitute any acknowledgment by 775 that the Materials or the
underlying concept is unique or original.
I hereby acknowledge and agree that 775, its employees, officers and consultants have numerous ideas, concepts and projects
in development and that 775 receives concepts and third party proposals that may be substantially similar and/or identical
to the Materials submitted by me. I further agree that the receipt of the Material will not restrict the development and
production of any project based on any concept, idea or proposal 775 has in development and/or production or has reviewed
from a third party even if such a concept, proposal or idea is similar or identical in whole or in part of the Materials and such
development or proposal by 775 will not in any way give rise to a claim by me or my corporation.
I understand that 775 will not make use of any of the Materials submitted by me or my corporation except under the terms
of an agreement to be negotiated between 775 and myself and/or corporation. I further understand and agree that by my
submission of the Materials, 775 has not made any promise or representation to me or my corporation about the Materials,
and has no obligation to use the Materials in any way.
I understand that there is no agreement, written or oral, express or implied, between myself or my corporation and 775
concerning the Materials, other than this release.
I understand that the Materials submitted are not originals and further understand that the Materials submitted will not be
returned. I have retained a copy of the Materials submitted to 775 and hereby release 775 and its successors from all liability
for loss or damage to the Materials.
I understand and agree that this agreement shall apply equally to any of the Materials I have submitted in the past or will
submit in the future to 775 unless specifically agreed to by the parties in writing to the contrary. This agreement shall adhere
to and be enforced by the laws governed by the province of Alberta.

DATED the_____day of __________, 20__

PRINT NAME and/or COMPANY:________________________________ SIGNATURE:_____________________________

